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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose a new decentralized multi-agent approach for power system restoration. The proposed 
method consists of several Substation Agents (SSAGs) and Line Agents (LineAGs). A SSAG corresponds to a 
substation, while a LineAG is developed as an object to control the multi-terminal transmission line. In order to 
demonstrate the capability of the performance of the proposed method, many simulations were carried out using a 
model system that consists of 11 substations and 6 transmission lines. The results show that the proposed multi-agent 
system is effective and promising. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction 
In engineering system development, an autonomous distributed system is expected to grow out of a 
conventional central control system. This development is expected because the scale of the controlling 
function or communication function would increase exponentially due to the extremely large amount of 
information and would cause a decline in the throughput of the entire central control system. In addition, 
the structure of the system easily provides autonomy to several computers connected by the Internet.   
When electric power supply interruption is caused by a fault, it is imperative to restore the power 
system promptly to an optimal target network configuration. The problem of obtaining a target network is 
referred to as a power system restoration. To obtain the target configuration, various approaches have been 
proposed. These can be roughly classified into five categories: heuristics [1], expert systems [2]-[3], 
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mathematical programming [4], soft computing [5], and multi-agent approach [6]-[7]. These methods are 
all developed as a concentrated type system except for [6]-[7] which the authors have proposed.  
The purpose of this paper is to describe a perfect “autonomous distributed restoration system” that dose 
not have a central control mechanism for local area network using multi-agent technology. In modeling a 
multi-agent system, it is important how each agent (AG) is made to talk with other AGs so that not only the 
purpose of each AG but the purpose of the whole electric power system is satisfied. In this research, we 
developed a system that also solves the problem of minimizing the de-energized loads of the whole system, 
while each AG solves each problem (restoring own bus) autonomously.  
Listed below are features of the proposed system: 
1) This multi-agent system can restore a power failure without having a central control mechanism 
through the interaction of adjoining AGs on the server distributed for every substation by 
implementing Substation-agent  (SSAG), and Line-agent (LineAG) corresponding to a multi-terminal 
transmission line. 
2) SSAG and LineAG contain the rules for several restoration strategies, and they are designed to 
operate autonomously. 
3) Restoration algorithm is constricted using single “Manager-agent” and several “Sub-manager-
agents”. Manager-agent controls the restoration process, while Sub-manager-agent cooperates with 
Manager-agent and other agents in order to energize the restoration area. 
In order to verify the performance of the proposed method, many simulations were carried out using a 
model system that consists of 11 substations. The results show that the proposed multi-agent system is 
able to find a sub-optimal solution in all cases in about 5 seconds. 
2. Power system restoration model 
2.1. Overview
The proposed system consists of several Substation-agents (SSAGs) and Line-agents (LineAGs). 
Restoration algorithm is constructed using single Manager-agent (Manager-SSAG) and several Sub-
manager-agents (Sub-manager-SSAGs). Manager-SSAG which contains the faulty equipment controls 
the restoration process, while Sub-manager-SSAG cooperates with Manager-SSAG and LineAG in order 
to energize the restoration area. The procedure of the proposed method is described as follows: 
(1) Selection of Manager-SSAG 
(2) Detection of blackout area and collection of Sub-manager-SSAG(s) 
(3) Opening of  the circuit breaker in order to prepare the  restorative operation   
(4) Calculation of the restorative-available power under management of Sub-manager-SSAG 
(5) Preparation of  “Restoration-candidate-SSAG-List” 
(6) Decision of the restored Sub-manager-SSAG 
(7) Closing of the circuit breaker in order to energize Sub-manager-SSAG 
(8) Expansion of restored area 
2.2. Substation agent(SSAG) 
SSAG handles the restorative operation in each substation. Here, the restorative operation at SSAG 
means that SSAG restores own primary bus. Corresponding to the real power system situation, we 
classify SSAG in terms of the situation of the primary bus as shown in Table 1. The state transition for 
SSAG in the proposed system is shown in Fig.1. As shown in this figure, SSAG has ten states.  
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Table 1. Substation agent type 
Type Explanation 
Faulty-substation
This SSAG contains the faulted equipment, and acts as a “Manager-agent” in order to control the 
restoration process. 
Switchable-substation
This SSAG is de-energized, has the un-connected energized transmission line(s), and acts as a “Sub-
manager-agent”, which cooperates with manager-agent, and LineAG in order to energize the own 
primary bus. 
Un-switchable-
substation
This SSAG is de-energized, has no energized transmission line(s). This SSAG advances the 
restoration process with Sub-manager-agent. 
Leaf-substation
This SSAG is de-energized, and contains only one transmission line which interconnects primary bus. 
Therefore the restoration of this SSAG depends on the connected LineAG. 
Normal-substation This SSAG is normal state substation (primary and secondary buses are energized). 
(8) Expand
state-f
(6) Sub-manager
state-e
(4) Manager
state-d
(10) Normal
state-c_normal
(9) Leaf
state-c_leaf
(7) Un-switchable
state-c_unsw
(5) Switchable
state-c_sw
(3) Faulty-SSAG
state-c_fault
(1) Initialization
state-a
(2) Reception processing
state-b
  Fig. 1. State transition of SSAG 
In state-a, SSAG reads the primary and secondary bus voltage, power running into and out of the 
substation, power passing through the transformer, load demand, reactive power at the phase-modifying 
equipment, and the transformer’s tap value from the sensors of the substation. This information sends to 
LineAG. In state-b, SSAG waits the message from other agents. In state-c, SSAG carries out the different 
action depending on the substation agent type (Table 1). The function of Manager-agent and Sub-
manager-agent involves in state-d and state-e, respectively. Finally, in state-f, SSAG expands the restored 
area while cooperating with LineAG. 
2.2. Transmission line agent(LineAG) 
LineAG exists in blackout (de-energized) area or normal (energized) area as in SSAG. LineAG has 
two main functions: the first function is to restore itself collaborating with neighboring SSAGs, and 
another is to calculate the restorative-available power. The state transition of LineAG in the proposed 
system is shown in Fig.2. As shown in this figure, LineAG has five states. In state-A, LineAG reads the 
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initial data such as the transmission line capacity and the information of neighboring SSAGs. In state-B, 
LineAG waits the message from other agents. In state-C, LineAG opens the switching devices in order to 
prepare the restoration. In State-D, LineAG calculates the restorative-available power. Finally, in State-E, 
LineAG expands the restored area while cooperating with SSAG. 
(5) Expand Line
state-E
(4) Normal Line
state-D
(3) Preparation
state-C
(1) Initialization
state-A
(2) Reception processing
state-B
  Fig. 2. State transition of LineAG 
3. Simulation 
3.1. Conditions of the simulation 
To confirm how our proposed system works, we conducted a computer simulation using the model 
system illustrated Fig. 3. As the figure shows, the model system consists of a total of 11 substations, with 
SSAG-01, SSAG-02, SSAG-03 at 275/154 kV, and SSAG-04 through SSAG-11 at 154/77 kV. 
  
  Fig. 3.Model system based on the real power system 
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3.2. Case studies 
In order to demonstrate the capability of the performance of the proposed method, we conduct many case 
studies as shown in Table 2. Here, we show the result of the case-1 that is restored by single switching 
operation. 
 Table 2. Summary of case studies 
Case Switching operation Sub-manager-SSAG Explanation 
case -1 Single switching operation SSAG-07 The change in the switch part is achieved by 
changing the restorative-available power.  case -2 Single switching operation SSAG-11 
case -3 Twice switching operation SSAG-07, SSAG-11 
In case 1, we assume that the faulty equipment is a transmission line (LineAG-01). In this case, 
SSAG-04 acts as a Manager-agent, and SSAG-07 as a Sub-manager-agent. Bellow, we explain the 
details: 
 (Step1) Detecting of blackout area and collecting information of Switchable-SSAG
(1) Manager-agent (SSAG-04) sends “Fault-Notice” message to downstream AGs, which is the trigger for 
the restoration. This message is transmitted one after another like a bucket brigade. 
(2) When Fault-Notice message arrives to a terminal SSAG or terminal LineAG (in this case SSAG-11),
this agent sends a reply “Fault-Notice-Back” message. This message is transmitted to an opposite 
direction. In this case, Switchable-SSAG adds own ID to the message. By this, Manager-SSAG knows 
Switchable-SSAG(s) included in the de-energized area (in this case, SSAG-7 and SSAG-11 are 
Switchable-SSAGs). 
(3) When LineAG receives “Fault-Notice-BACK” message, it sends “Request-Lost-Power” message to 
the connecting Leaf-SSAGs.
(4) Leaf-SSAG sends “Lost-Power” message to LineAG.
 (Step2) Collecting restorative-available power information from Switchable-SSAGs
(5) In the proposed system, Manager-SSAG controls the restoration process. At this moment, Manager-
SSAG (SSAG-4) knows Switchable-SSAGs, SSAG-7 and SSAG-11, and sends “Request-Available-
Power” message to all Switchable SSAGs
(6)  When Switchable-SSAG receives “Request-Available-Power” message, it transmits a message to the 
energized LineAGs. This message is transmitted one after another like a bucket brigade to the 
reference SSAG while calculating the restorative-available power. Reference SSAG sends 
“Restorative-available-Power” to Switchable-SSAG. Then, Switchable-SSAG sends “Restorative-
available-Power” to Manager-SSAG.
(Step3) Expanding restored area while cooperating SSAG and LineAG
(7) Manager-SSAG makes “Restoration candidate SSAG List”, which is sorted by order with the large 
value of “Restorative-available-Power”. Manager-SSAG selects the high priority Switchable-SSAG as 
Sub-manager-agent and sends “CB-CLOSE” message. 
(8) When Switchable-SSAG receives “CB-CLOSE” message, it closes the circuit breaker (CB) between 
the de-energized primary bus and the energized transmission line, restores own load, and updates the 
restorative-available power. Consequently, when the restorative-available power is large, SSAG sends 
“Propose-Power” message to upstream LineAG. This message is transmitted one after another like a 
bucket brigade to the Manager-SSAG while calculating the restorative-available power.  
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(9) If SSAG would restore own load, it closes the CB between the de-energized primary bus and the 
energized transmission line, and sends “ACCEPT” message to LineAG. Otherwise, it sends 
“REJECT” message to LineAG.
(10) If Sub-manager-SSAG would receive “ACCEPT” message, it sends “COMPLETE” message to 
Manager-SSAG because the restoration process was completed.  
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed an autonomous distributed restoration system by means of multi-agent. 
The proposed system consists of several Substation agents and Line agents. One of the Substation agents 
acts as a Management-agent, and Switchable-Substation agent in the de-energized area acts as a Sub-
management-agent. Management-agent controls the restoration process, while Sub-management-agent 
cooperates with other agent and expands the energized area.  
The validity and effectiveness of the proposed multi-agent system have been demonstrated by 
applying it to a practical size model network. It is noted that the proposed multi-agent system can restore 
the de-energized area using local information only. This means that the proposed multi-agent is a 
promising approach to more complex large-scale networks.  
The next step of this work is to improve the multi-agent system’s performance in order to cope with 
the difficulty of multiple faults. 
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